MUSIC TOY INSTRUCTIONS

⚠️ WARNING
Possible entanglement or strangulation injury. Remove toy when baby begins to push up on hands and knees. Recommended use from birth to 5 months.

⚠️ WARNING
Adult assembly is required.

TO OPERATE MUSIC TOY
Your Music Toy is shipped with batteries installed. Remove white tab from battery compartment. Your Music Toy is ready to use, press Star-Shaped button to activate music.

⚠️ CAUTION
Please keep small parts such as the plastic tabs out of children’s reach. Throw the plastic tab away.

The spinning toy rings are removable from the suction base. To attach or remove, press or pull firmly on the lower ring.

TO REPLACE BATTERY
Remove screw at the battery compartment cover. Remove old batteries. Place two (2) AG13/LR44/A76 batteries in compartment. Batteries are installed next to each other between the battery contact and the spring. Batteries must both face the same way.

Caution: Old and new batteries should not be mixed. Different type batteries should not be mixed. Remove batteries before storing the product.

Replace battery compartment cover.
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